Video: Go to [http://studyskillsmath.wix.com/mathstudyskills#!videos/c21kz](http://studyskillsmath.wix.com/mathstudyskills#!videos/c21kz) and watch the Math Study Skills Video called “Homework”

After watching the video whose link is above, please complete the following questions:

1. What are five things you learned from watching the video?

2. Has your approach and attitude changed towards homework after watching this video? If so how?

Student Quotes:

“Study tool for sure. HW is where I learn 95% of the material.”

“I looked at homework as an extension of the class and lectures. I would not have been able to learn and understand the lessons without doing the homework daily.”

“It took me a long time to complete homework. I realized doing similar problems over and over again helps to solidify the concept I need to learn. Sometimes I was annoyed with how long it took.”